VETERANS MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
Corpus Christi, Texas
FSG provided turnkey electrical construction services from design to punch list.

CHALLENGE
When Corpus Christi ISD approved the construction of what would be the largest high school in the district, they knew they needed the construction teams to be some of the best in the business. FSG was tapped as the electrical contractor for the job and tasked with providing everything from the main power feeds, the light switch wall plates. This job required vast resources both financial and human to complete in a timely manner as well as the ability to be flexible while staying on time and on budget.

SOLUTION
FSG relied on its extensive construction experience to carry it through the project. With in-house design teams to tackle the changes and the adjustments that come with every construction project and experienced project management teams to make sure the project was executed correctly, FSG was a good choice for the GC and for Corpus Christi ISD.

RESULT
In the end, the high school opened as planned to much fanfare and celebration within the community of Corpus Christi and FSG was proud to play a role in helping make this first class educational facility a reality.